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on anything with confidence. The best just got better. The next generation of Sportsman ATVs
is smoother, stronger and more versatile than ever. From the H. Experience the best-in-class
ATVs, engineered for high performance, maximum reliability, and legendary ride and handling
to be the hardest working machines out there, period. Share the Sportsman experience with a
friend. Enjoy legendary ride and handling, unrivaled versatility, and premium comfort for your
best ride yet. Tackle the desert with the world's best high-performance ATVs, purpose built to
elevate your ride to the next level. No matter what your day has in store, these purpose built
machines are up to the task. Sportsman combines the smoothest ride with unstoppable power
and performance to ensure you are up to whatever the day brings. Polaris Youth ATVs are a
perfect way to introduce kids to the fun of off-roading, combining key safety features with
kid-friendly performance. Built for the rider that needs top trail performance and exclusive
looks. Trail-ready straight from the factory, the Sportsman Ultimate Trail Edition lets you go
wherever the adventure takes you. Going more places and getting more done with Sportsman
has never been easier. Polaris Sportsman is chosen by more ATV owners than any other in the
industry. We rebuilt and reimagined this model year so you could chase your off-road
ambitions. New models, enhanced durability and rider inspired innovations allow you to
connect with the outdoors like never before. They are our passionate experts - men and women
who live, breathe, and think outdoors every day. Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to
footer. AND Explore Explore Comfortable all-day ride with independent-rear suspension
Confident stability and control for new riders Take on obstacles with best in-class clearance
and tire size Easy to use one-touch on-demand AWD, in-line shifting and single-lever braking
Stay out longer with 3-light high beam lighting. Feel the freedom and confidence to put you in
command of the outdoors. Sportsman H. Sportsman Sportsman XP Sportsman Touring
Sportsman Touring XP Scrambler Sportsman XP S. Scrambler XP S. Sportsman High Lifter

Edition. Sportsman X2 Sportsman 6x6 Outlaw 70 EFI. Outlaw EFI. Sportsman EFI. Phoenix Get
Local Price. Estimate Trade-In. Special Offers. Inventory Search. New Sportsman Ultimate Trail
Edition. Shop Accessories. Sportsman Trail Edition. Worker Collection. Comfort Essentials
Collection. Winter Rider Collection. Hunter Collection. I was always happy being a passenger on
my husband's ATV. I decided to try my own for occasionally riding by myself. I have not ridden
with him since the purchase date! This is the perfect ATV for me. It is strong enough to keep up
with group on their bigger machines but it's very comfortable and easy to maneuver through the
trails even more so than the bigger boys! See More Sportsman Reviews. Share Your Story. Built
for you. By riders like you. See all the News. Parents will appreciate that this machine grows
with the rider by featuring an upgraded 70cc engine, a new ergonomic design that is specifically
sized for a wider age range 6 - 10 year olds , and parent-adjustable speed control, enabling
youth riders to enjoy it longer. Enjoy the convenience of a storage bag and customize your ride
with a decal kit. All pricing, specifications, claims, and information contained on this website
are based upon current knowledge available at time of publication and are subject to change
without notice, and Polaris assumes no responsibility for changes in pricing or specifications.
Polaris assumes no responsibility for any inaccuracies, opinions, or omissions on this website.
Skip to content Skip to navigation Skip to footer. Rated 5 out of 5 by Longshooter from great
kids quad I purchased this for my 6 year-old daughter. Over all, it is a great machine but I have
two small issues with it. This throttle lever should be longer for more leverage. Also, the brake
lever is the same size as an adult machine and it is difficult for her small hands to operate the
lever. It would be nice if it had a bend in it so it is easier to reach for younger riders. Other than
those two issues, this is a great bike for a kid. I simply lengthened the throttle with a short piece
of rubber hose which I fit over the existing throttle lever. For the brake, she normally just uses
the foot brake. Date published: Rated 4 out of 5 by Polaris fan from Great beginning quad I have
had every size of youth quads, hated cold starts with them, now with the fuel injection it starts
easy. Rated 5 out of 5 by Caydens Cruiser from Awesome little machine Purchased for 6 year
old grandson, he loves riding around on our 5 acre lot Date published: Rated 4 out of 5 by
UTBound from Good overall but room for better quality control! My neighbor and I each
purchased one of these for our kids this spring. They came missing reflectors, mismatched
decals, a broken ignition, sheared bolts, etc. The local dealer took care of a few of the items but
blamed Polaris and didn't take care of everything. The kids like them, but they have less power
than the 50s they both graduated from. We will be getting s way quicker than planned as these
are not much of an upgrade from the 50s, just bigger. Rated 3 out of 5 by DG87 from Outlaw 70 I
like the overall performance of my outlaw 70 but there are a few things that seem like they were
not designed with a kid in mind. One is the brake levers are way too stiff for a kid to operate
also the throttle lever is too stiff. The overall size of the unit is good it just seems like the
throttle and brakes were pulled straight from a full size unit and slapped on a youth model Date
published: Rated 5 out of 5 by D Foss from Outlaw so much fun! Our 7 year old son absolutely
loves his Outlaw It is the perfect size for his novice skills and we, as parents, feel great about
the features and safety it can provide by allowing us to control the top speed limiter until he's
ready to advance. The machine performs perfectly and we've had nothing but ear to ear smiles.
Rated 5 out of 5 by Jcharrison93 from Grandsons little 70 We got this little 70 for our 8 year old
grandson for his birthday. He was so excited and rides it everywhere. He even uses it to bring
the calf out of the field. We added a whip light to it and sometimes when he rides we put a small
waterproof speaker on it so he can listen to music. It is a great little ride Date published: Get
Local Price. Menu Menu. Outlaw 70 EFI. Watch Video. Adjustable Speed Limiter. Parents can
adjust the machine's speed to fit their kid's skill level and comfort. Single-Lever Disc Brakes.
Kids will love using a single lever to apply braking power versus two levers. LED Lights.
Improved visibility, front and rear, to see and be seen. Ride in comfort with 4" suspension travel
and ground clearance. Indy Red Decal Kit. Kids can make it their own and ride in style with an
Indy Red decal kit. Learn More. Front and Rear Bumpers. Compare ATV Models. Inventory
Search. View Special Offers. Estimate Trade-In. Shop Accessories. You May Also be Interested
In:. RZR The ultimate kids sport side by side. Parent's peace of mind with industry-first
technology. The engine is paired with transmission and total fuel capacity is 4. The front
suspension is a McPherson Strut while the rear suspension is an Independent. Front Hydraulic
Disc brakes and rear Hydraulic Disc brakes provide stopping power. The Sportsman Twin
comes standard with an One-Piece, 1-passenger seat. Close this There's a problem
2007 volkswagen passat owners manual
infiniti 35g
1993 dodge dakota ignition switch replacement
loading this menu right now. Read more. Close this. There's a problem loading this menu right

now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main
content. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life.

